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- PROBLEM INPUT: sorted sequence of integers $X$ [extendable to other type of elements]
- PROBLEM OUTPUT: a learned index to perform the $\text{rank}[x] := |y \in X | y \leq x|, x \in X$

The network can refine the weights when initialized with PGM slopes and intercepts at the lowest level, but cannot learn it from the beginning

- No short-mid term extensions are planned for this problem
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Same problem. (UNIPI) Rank strings through DNN

- PROBLEM INPUT: sorted sequence of strings $X$
- PROBLEM OUTPUT: a learned index to perform the $\text{rank}[x] := |\{y \in X \mid y \leq x\}|$, $x \in X$

As baseline we consider Fast Succinct Trie (FST) [CACM 21]
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- Space efficient probabilistic data structure for representing a set $X \subset S$
- Support membership queries: given $y \in S$, $y$ belongs to $X$?
  - False negatives: **NO**
  - False positives: **YES**

- It has been shown that embedding a ML oracle into the filter can help reducing its space/false positive rate (LBF)
- We are studying the role of classifiers in LBF
- ... and their dependence on the query distribution
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- Try answer the question "Which classifier?" and "Complex is (always) better?"

- ... and "To which extent LBF are sensitive to the query distribution"?

- When test and query distribution are drawn from the same distribution, it is proven that the FPR on query set is expected to be very close to the test one

- And in the other cases?
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**NN compression: old results.**

- Applied pruning and different techniques of weight quantization and evaluated their performance

- Introduced a compact format (HAM, sHAM) for compressed fully connected layers, able to take advantage from both sparse and repeated weights

- Validated our approach on two publicly available CNN for multi-class classification and for regression, on 4 different datasets

- Compression ratio up to 165 while preserving accuracy
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- Extending the set of NN compression techniques (done)
- Considering also the compression of convolutional layers (done)
- Compare sHAM with the state of the art methods for sparse and quantized matrix compression (partially done)
- Build-up an automatic optimizer across the range of possible compression techniques so as to respect a given constraint of the maximum space occupied by the compressed model (depends on the completion of previous points)
- Improve sHAM in the coding phase
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- Based on the count of specific cells types from breast tissue images
- PathoNet [SciRep21] is a CNN model proposed for the automatic detection and count of pathogenic cells
- We preserve its accuracy by reducing up to $4 \times$ its memory footprint, up to $6 \times$ its disk requirement, with a negligible execution time increase
- Allows the deployment and usage on edge/low resource devices
- Potentially extends its application to poor geographic areas
- Manuscript to be completed